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Binkses and Browns who have invented nothing whatever;
can it really be believed that every savage community,*
however small and primitives has produced a succession of
men possessing an inventive genius such as has been totally
denied to Binks and Brown?
Another fallacy is that local culture sequence implies local
invention. Archaeologists in the course of their excavations
often find sequences of objects in stone, metal, or pottery
which show advance-, and some are apt to conclude from
this that the people who lived on the site were experimenters
and inventors. But the fact proves nothing of the kind,
even if all the objects can be proved to have been made on
the spot. We are told, for example, that the evolution of the
socketed celt in Europe has been traced; this could be done
only if influence from outside Europe could be definitely
excluded, and this it cannot be. It might be possible to
find in Afghanistan examples of every type of firearm from
the matchlock to the most modern rifle, with proof that they
had all been made locally. This would not establish the
evolution of small arms in Afghanistan; we know in fact that
not the smallest improvement in the design of such weapons
has ever been made there.
It is seldom realized how many and serious are the
obstacles which stand between the savage and invention* In
the first place, there is the intense conservatism which
animates every savage community (unless it is subjected to
foreign influence) and causes any innovation to be regarded
as sacrilegious. The ancestors or the ancients are regarded
as infallible and omniscient, and since it is deemed im-
possible that there could be a bow or a pot better
than the ancestral bow and pot, nobody dreams of trying to
make one.
Tom Harrisson, discussing war-clubs in Melanesia
(Savage Civilization^ p. 351), says that one of the commonest
types *has four knobs at the end, always and only four knobs;

